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Product Announcement
A MODERN ‘TWIST’ ON CONVENTIONAL DESIGN – THE 5252 PUSH LOCK

That glorious feeling of freedom and openness is just one of life’s little delights that the seamlessness of sashless windows
create. And whilst a beautiful view almost always exists as the prime focus of any room, there are those things that could
do with a little less attention.
To subtly complement the glorious views captured behind these picture perfect panels, the all-new 5252 Push Lock from
CiiLOCK Engineering keeps sashless window locking hardware simple, secure and ultra discreet; just as it should be.
KEY FEATURES:
SAFEGUARDING SPACES WITH A UNIQUE ‘TWIST’
Safely sheathed within an ultra-modern, slimline casing available in stunning chrome and black powder coat, the locking
mechanism is tidily tucked away from sight and most importantly, risk of tampering and corrosion – all sealed and secured
behind an imperviable moulded gasket leaving no components exposed to the extremities of the outside world.
Featuring a modern twist on traditional design; as the user takes hold of the easy-to-grip diamond shaped lock cap, a simple ‘twist’ instantly disengages the lock, promptly releasing the barrel with a delicate ‘click.’ A gentle push returns the mechanism to its ‘locked’ positioning; with no key required to lock or unlock, merely to activate deadlock.
SIMPLE INSTALLATION
Installation is virtually effortless and can be completed in a matter of a few simple steps; with the installer simply drilling
three holes and fitting the lock onto the window frame before fixing it into place with two screws. Collectively, each of the
two screw fixings are discreetly shielded from view beneath the lock cap; creating the illusion of a seamless, smooth and
sleek finish with no visible fixing bracket.
ELEGANT AESTHETICS TO COMPLEMENT SPACES
Ultimately, the right locking hardware gives us that assured feeling of security; the peace of mind that our most beloved
spaces are guarded and safe – and that ‘feeling’ with the 5252 Push Lock doesn’t just stop at security.
As it gracefully rests on the window frame, guarding the view beyond the glass, it remains ‘low-key’ yet secure to elegantly
harmonise with the surrounding space; complementing with humble aesthetics that will not detract focus from the overall
‘big picture.’
The 5252 Push Lock - simple, secure and ultra discreet; just as it should be.
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